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MASTER APPEAL FORM

ORIGINAL

City of Los Angeles- Department of City Planning

APPEAL TO THE: Los Angeles City Council
(DIRECTOR, AREA PLANNING COMMISSION, CITY PLANNING COMMISSION, CITY COUNCIL)

REGARDING CASE#: ENV-2014-1518-CE

----------------------------------------------------

PROJECT ADDRESS: 10861 West Weyburn Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024
FINAL DATE TO APPEAL: _n_on_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TYPE OF APPEAL:

1. 0
2. 0
3. 0

Appeal by Applicant
Appeal by a person, other than the applicant, claiming to be aggrieved
Appeal by applicant or aggrieved person from a determination made by the Department
of Building and Safety

APPELLANT INFORMATION- Please print clearly

Name: Westwood Homeowners Association, Steven D. Sann
•

Are you filing for yourself or on behalf of another party, organization or company?

0 Self

0 Other: --------------------------------------

P.O. Box 241986

Address:

Los Angeles, CA
Telephone: (213) 448-8147
•

Zip: 90024
E-mail: stevesann2001 @yahoo.com

Are you filing to support the original applicant's position?

0 Yes

0 No

REPRESENTATIVE INFORMATION

Name: Dean Wallraff, Attorney at Law
Address: Advocates for the Environment
10211 Sunland Blvd., Shadow Hills, CA
Telephone: ______(_8_18_)_3_5_3_-4_2_6_8_____

Zip: 91040

E-mail: dw@aenv.org

This application is to be used for any appeals authorized by the Los Angeles Municipal Code for discretionary actions administered by
the Department of City Planning.

CP-7769 (11/09/09)

JUSTIFICATION/REASON FOR APPEALING- Please provide on separate sheet.

Are you appealing the entire decision or parts of it?

I2J Entire

D Part

Your justification/reason must state:
•

The reasons for the appeal

•

How you are aggrieved by the decision

•

Specifically the points at issue

•

Why you believe the decision-maker erred or abused their discretion

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION/REQUIREMENTS

•

Eight {8) copies of the following documents are required {1 original and 7 duplicates):

•

•
•

Master Appeal Form
Justification/Reason for Appealing document
Original Determination Letter

•

Original applicants must provide the original receipt required to calculate 85% filing fee.

•

Original applicants must pay mailing fees to BTC and submit copy of receipt.

•

Applicants filing per 12.26 K "Appeals from Building Department Determinations" are considered original applicants
and must provide notice per 12.26 K 7.

•

Appeals to the City Council from a determination on a Tentative Tract (TI or VTI) by the City (Area) Planning
Commission must be filed within 10 days of the written determination of the Commission.

•

A CEQA document can on ly be appealed if a non-elected decision-making body (i.e. ZA, APC, CPC, etc ... ) makes a
determination for a project that is not further appealable.

"If a nonelected decision-making body of a local lead agency certifies an environmental impact report, approves a
negative declaration or mitigated negative declaration, or determines that a project is not subject to this division, that
certification, approval, or determination may be appealed to the agency's elected decision-making body, if any."
--CA Public Resources Code§ 21151 (c)
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December 17, 2014

Advocates for the Environtnent
A non-profit public-interest law firm
and environmental advocacy organization

Los Angeles City Council
200 N. Spring St.
Los Angeles, CA 90012
re: Appeal ofDIR~2014~1517~DRB~SPP~COA~1A approval and related CEQA
Determination ENV~2014~1518~CE to City Council (exterior alterations to
historic Bullock's Westwood Building, 10861 Weyburn Ave.)
Dear Los Angeles City Council:
My clients, the Westwood Homeowners Association and Steven D. Sann, are outraged
that the City of Los Angeles approved the addition of an exterior vertical elevator tower to
the historically significant and iconically horizontal Bullock's Westwood Building without
proper design or environmental review.
This letter constitutes the appeal of the determination by the West Los Angeles Area
Planning Commission (Commission) dated November 20, 2014 (Determination), and the
related CEQA determination ENV~2014~1518~CE, attached as Exhibit A, to the Los
Angeles City Council. The Determination

(DIR~2014~1517~DRB~SPP~COA~1A)

approved the addition of a second passenger elevator and machine room, and enclosed stair
extension to the third level parking structure to the Bullock's Westwood Building at 10861
Weyburn Avenue in Westwood Village, a significant historical resource (the Project). In the
Determination, the Commission also incorrectly found that the Project is exempt from
CEQA, a determination which my clients hereby appeal.
The Commission found the Project exempt from CEQA under the City of Los Angeles
CEQA Guidelines (LA CEQA Guidelines) Article III, Section 1, Class 11, Category 6.
(See Exhibit A at p. 11.) Class 11 and Category 6 within Class 11 exempt "construction or
placement of minor structures accessory to (appurtenant to) existing commercial, industrial
or institutional facilities."
But, as discussed in more detail below, categorical exemptions cannot be used to
circumvent CEQA review of a project that may have a significant effect on the environment.
The addition of a highly visible external elevator tower structure, incompatible with the
original design, to a historic resource of such importance as the Bullock's Westwood
Building, is at least arguably a substantial adverse effect to the historical resource. This
circumstance triggers CEQA's requirement for the City to prepare an Environmental Impact
Report. (Public Resources Code§ 21080(c)(1) .)
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The CEQA Determination May Be Appealed to the City Council Even if the Project
May Not
The Determination became final five City Council regular-session meeting days after
the Determination was issued on November 20, 2014. (City Charter§ 245.) Since the City
Council held its next five regular-session meetings on November 25 and 26, and December
2, 3, and 5, the Determination became final on December 5, 2014. The Determination may
not be further appealed. (Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) § 11.5.7 (C)(6)(e), Charter
§ 245.) If the Determination were subject to appeal, my clients would appeal it because of the
significant procedural and substantive errors that were made by the Department of Building
and Safety, the Planning Department, the Design Review Board, and the Director of
Planning in the course of issuing the Determination, discussed below.
But the Commission's determination that the Project was subject to a CEQA
categorical exemption may be appealed to the City Council under Public Resources Code §
21151(c) ("If a nonelected decision-making body of a local lead agency ... determines that a
project is not subject to [CEQA], that ... determination may be appealed to the agency's
elected decision-making body, if any.") This letter is such an appeal.

The Bullock's Westwood Building is a Significant Historical Resource
Under state CEQA Guidelines, "historical resources" include "a resource included in a
local register of historical resources, as defined in section 5020.1(k) of the Public Resources
Code." The Guidelines state that such resources "shall be presumed to be historically or
culturally significant." (Cal. Code Regs. tide 14 (CEQA Guidelines)§ 15064.5(a)(2).) Pub.
Res. Code§ 5020.1(k) defines "local register of historic resources" to mean "a list of
properties officially designated or recognized as historically significant by a local government
pursuant to a local ordinance or resolution." The Westwood Village Specific Plan, which the
City ofLos Angeles adopted by ordinance, in Table 1, which is entitled "Locally Significant
Historical Resources," lists the "Old Macy's (Bullock's Department Store)" at 10861
Weyburn Ave. as Locally Significant Historical Resource number 46. The Bullock's
Westwood Building is therefore a "historical resource" under CEQA.
As an iconic mid-century-modern Southern California department store structure, the
building richly deserves this status. It was designed in Post-War Modern architectural style
in 1951 by the Master Architect Welton Becket & Associates, the trend-setting architectural
firm known for designing the downtown Los Angeles Music Center, the Cinerama Dome,
the Century City Master Plan, and Hollywood's Capital Records building, among many
Southern California landmarks.
In 1985, a study prepared by the City of Los Angeles in support of the Westwood
Village Specific found the Bullock's Westwood Building to be one of ten structures within
the proposed Specific Plan area that were eligible for listing on the National Register of
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Historic P laces. It was not listed at that time because it was not yet 50 years old, as required
for listing. But it is now eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.

In 2000 the tri-level Building was sensitively converted from a single-user department
store into a multi-tenant retail facility, and from an internally circulating structure to an
externally circulating building in order to house multiple tenants; current tenants are
Ralph's, Target and a UCLA childcare center. The conversion, which was overseen by
architect Stephen Kanner, won a Los Angeles Conservancy Historic Preservation Award in
2002, and an award as the Best Renovated Retail Project that year by the Los Angeles
Business Council. As part of this conversion, the original internal elevators were removed.

The Addition of a Vertical Exterior Elevator Tower would be a Substantial Adverse
Effect, for which an EIR is Required
The original rendering by the Building's architects, Welton Becket & Associates, above,
shows the Bullock's Westwood Building's architecture is strongly horizontal. The addition
of a vertical 24-foot-high external elevator tower would dramatically change the look of the
building by contributing a strong exterior vertical element, which would be glaringly
incompatible with the original architecture. It would cause a significant visual impact, a
material adverse alteration of the characteristics that make the building eligible for inclusion
on the Specific Plan's list of historic resources. It could render the Building ineligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
Under CEQA, the significance of a historical resource is materially impaired when a
project materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics that account for
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its inclusion in a local register of historical resources. (CEQA Guidelines
§ 15064.5(b)(2)(B).) Such an alteration is a significant effect on the environment. (CEQA
Guidelines§ 15064.5(b).) When there is a fair argument that a project may result in a
significant adverse effect to the environment, an EIR is required. (Pub. Res. Code
§ 21080( d).) The addition of a vertical external elevator tower and stairway structure to the
Bullock's Westwood Building would therefore require an EIR.

A Categorical Exemption is Improper when a Project may cause a Substantial Adverse
Effect on the Environment
The City found the Project exempt from CEQA under LA CEQA Guidelines Article
Ill, Section l, Class 11, Category 6, which exempts "construction or placement of minor
structures accessory to (appurtenant to) existing commercial, industrial or institutional
facilities." But the use of a categorical exemption is improper when there is a reasonable
possibility the project may have a significant adverse environmental effect due to unusual
circumstances. (CEQA Guidelines§ 15300.2(c).)
"Unusual circumstances" are present here. Normally, the addition of an exterior elevator
to a building would not cause a substantial environmental effect. But when, as here, the
building is a historical icon due in part to its horizontal design and clean exterior lines, the
addition of a prominent vertical element-the elevator tower-to the exterior will create a
jarring incongruity, and harm the architectural features that make the Building eligible for
inclusion on the Specific Plan's list of historical resources and on the National Register of
Historic Places.
The CEQA Guidelines expressly prohibit the use of a categorical exemption under
these circumstances: "A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project which may
cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource." (CEQA
Guidelines§ 15300.2(£).)
To avoid violating CEQA, the Los Angeles City Council should sustain this appeal and
remand the Project to the Department of City Planning for preparation of an Environmental
Impact Report.

Numerous Procedural Errors in the Approval Process make the Project Inconsistent
with the Specific Plan
As discussed above, under LAMC § 11.5.7 (C)(6)(e) and Los Angeles City Charter
§ 245, the Determination approving the elevator project is final and cannot be appealed to
the City Council. But my clients would like to make the City Council aware of the
procedural errors in the Project's approval that result in the Project being inconsistent with
the Westwood Village Specific Plan. These errors are grounds for a legal challenge to the
Determination.
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The Specific Plan defines the structures listed in its Table 1 (including the Bullock's
Westwood Building) as "cultural resources." (Specific Plan§ 6(A).) It states that "no cultural
resource in the Specific Plan area shall be demolished, relocated, significantly altered or
removed unless a Certificate of Appropriateness has been approved by the [Westwood
Community Design Review Board] in accordance with the standards and procedures set
forth in Section 12.20.3 K, N, 0, P and Q of the Los Angeles Municipal Code." (Specific
Plan§ 6(C).)
Three separate applications for changes to the Building were filed in April2014 or
shortly before or after:
1. Building Permit for the exterior elevator and machine room, and enclosed stair

extension to the third level parking structure, which is the subject of this appeal
(the Elevator Tower Project);
2. Building Permit to add a second exterior driveway lane to the driveway facing
Weyburn Avenue with modifications to the adjacent planter-including
destruction of a large landscaped area-in order to accommodate the additional
lane (the Driveway Project); and
3. Project Permit Compliance and Design Review for new signage, including large
illuminated Target and Ralph's signs at the top of the proposed new elevator
tower, for the Building's tenants (the Signage Project).
The Dept. of Building and Safety (LADBS) erred in issuing the two building permits
without a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) as required by the Specific Plan and
LAMC § 12.20.3(K)(2)(a). Although building permits are normally ministerial, the Specific
Plan, as quoted in the paragraph just above, requires a COA for these two building permits
because they permit material alterations to a significant cultural resource.
Construction commenced under the two building permits. Specifically, thirteen of the
sixteen 65-year-old, 60-to-70-foot-tall Mexican Fan Palm trees were cut down to make room
for the second driveway lane. This caused a significant effect on the historical resource,
especially since the 1985 Cultural Documentation Report on the significance of the Building
specifically called out the palms as one of the Building's character-defining features. When
members of the community protested, the Director of Planning (the Director) caused
LADBS to issue a stop-work order, and to revoke two building permits. Those projects were
then added to the Signage Project.
All three projects would require environmental evaluation under CEQA for reasons
given above. If the three projects had been allowed to continue on separate tracks, the City
would have been guilty of"piecemealing" the approvals for the project, which is prohibited
under CEQA (See, e.g. Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority v. Hensler (1991) 233
Cal.App.3d 577, 592.)
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Under the Specific Plan and LAMC, the Westwood Community Design Review Board

(DRB) acts as a Historic Preservation Board in reviewing and rendering a recommendation
on any project requiring a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA). The ORB met on August
20, 2014; at that meeting it approved the Elevator Tower Project and denied approvals for
the Driveway Project. TIAA-CREF, the Applicant and Building owner, withdrew the
application for signage changes. The notice given for the meeting was inadequate because it
failed to state that the ORB would consider issuing a Certificate of Appropriateness. This
lack of adequate notice violated the Brown Act. And the approval was based, at least in part,
on the factually incorrect representation by City staff that the proposed elevator tower would
not be visible from the street.
The ORB and the Director also violated the LAMC by failing to ensure that the Project
complies with the Standards of Rehabilitation approved by the United States Secretary of
the Interior, as required by LAMC § 12.20.3(K)( 4 )(a). The Elevator Tower Project violates
the Secretary of the Interior's standards, which require that "the historic character of a
property shall be retained and preserved" and "new construction shall not destroy historic
materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the
old ...." Since the Specific Plan requires the City to abide by this section of the municipal
code, the failure to do so makes the Project inconsistent with the Specific Plan.
In addition, the Commission's approval of brushed stainless steel bollards at the
Weyburn Avenue fa~ade (Revised Conditions of Approval4(c)) is inconsistent with the
Westwood Village Streetscape Ordinance, which was adopted in 1996, under which $4.6
million dollars was spent to achieve consistent streetscape design throughout Westwood
Village. To conform with the ordinance, the bollards should be painted "Westwood Blue" to
match those found throughout the Village, e.g. directly across the street in front of Trader
Joe's at 1001 Glendon Avenue. And the Commission's requirement that the 60-to-70-foot
Mexican Fan Palms that were cut down be replaced with 20- to 30-foot palms is insufficient.
(Revised Conditions of ApprovalS( c).) Given that installation of65-foot-tall Mexican Fan
Palms is feasible, due to their relatively small root ball, the developer should be required to
replant with full-sized trees.
On September 8, 2014 the Director of Planning issued a determination approving the
Elevator Tower Project and denying the Driveway Project. The Director of Planning also
determined that the Elevator Tower Project is categorically exempt from CEQA. As
discussed above, that determination is erroneous.
The Westwood Homeowners Association and Steven D. Sann appealed the Director's
approval of the Elevator Tower Project to the West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission
on September 23, 2014. At the APC hearing, City staff continued to claim that the proposed
elevator tower would not be visible from the street, a claim that was contradicted by Tower
representatives. The Commission heard and denied that appeal on November 5, 2014 by a
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split 3-1 vote, and issued its Determination approving the Project and denying the appeal on
November 20, 2014 (Exhibit A).
Appellants Westwood Homeowners Association and Steven D. Sann appeal to the City
Council and request that the City Council (1) determine, in accordance with established law,
that a Categorical Exemption for the Project is improper, and (2) remand the Project to the
Department of City Planning for preparation of an EIR, as CEQA requires.
Sincerely,

&.t:Jf/

Attorney for Appellants,
Westwood Homeowners Association
and Steven D. Sann
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